
BASIC DIGITAL
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Camera and Lenses



DIGITAL CAMERAS





CAMERA HANDLING
USE THE STRAP!

BRACE THE CAMERA
Right Handed

PLACE THE CAMERA IN YOUR LEFT HAND WITH 
YOUR LEFT ELBOW BRACED AGAINST YOUR BODY

Left Handed reverse the technique

BRACE AGAINST STABLE OBJECTS, 
WALLS, TREES etc.

Use a tripod or monopod

Be creative



EXPOSURE
AUTOMATIC

PROGRAMMED
SHUTTER PRIORITY

APERTURE PRIORITY
AVERAGED

SPOT
CENTER WEIGHTED

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN ?



FOUR FACTORS OF EXPOSURE

•SHUTTER SPEED
•APERTURE
•ISO
•LIGHT



DURATION OF EXPOSURE



SHUTTER SPEED



APERTURE



400 mm1.2.8 LENS

28 mm 1.2.8 LENS



The aperture and shutter speed relationship to ISO is similar to filling a glass with water.

• Shutter Speed is the duration of the exposure measured in fractions of a second

• Aperture controls the amount of light allowed through the lens (think of the iris diaphragm of your eye).

• In Digital Photography ISO measures the sensitivity of the image sensor. Lower number equals 
better image quality

To fill a glass of water you can turn the faucet (aperture) on a little for a long period of time (long 
duration) or turn it all the way on (aperture) for a short period of time (short duration). ISO would 
be analogous to the size of the glass. Bigger glass = more water, lower ISO = more collected data, 
better quality image.







ISO NOISE PROFILE
the higher the iso number the more noise will appear in the image



Depth of field is the distance between the closest and farthest objects in a 
photo that appears acceptably sharp. Focal length DOF comparison

wide angle and telephoto FL (focal length)



Illustration of light from finite subjects at different distances 
passing through lenses shows the relative distance of the image 

points and the difference in the size of the infinite blur spots.



Focal plane or subject-to-camera distance DOF 
comparison




